
Super G Floor Mat

    

This non-slip matting promotes safety –
to maintain employee performance,
decrease injury related time off,
workers compensation claims, and
accident related litigation. Designed for
use in greasy areas just waiting for an
accident to happen.

Made with crushed garnet for
secure footing in grease / oil
areas
Backing restricts creeping /
Tough but lightweight
Low profile eliminates tripping
hazard and allows it to be
placed in thresholds
Resists fungal & bacterial
growth

Super G slip-resistant safety
mats are:

Slip-resistant in water, grease,
and oil
Extremely tough and durable
Flexible even in freezing
temperatures
Lightweight and thin (1/8 inch
thick, a 3′ x 10′ is only 25
pounds)
No installation needed
Easy to handle, clean, and
maintain
The regular version has a tacky
polyurethane backing that is
especially conducive to
temporary floor adhesion and
slip resistance. It is meant to be
removed and cleaned and
moved around as necessary.

Super G slip-resistant floor mat has a
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unique surface, incorporating round
textured ceramic beads and crushed
garnet to minimize slipping while
facilitating easy cleaning. Super G safety
mats are designed to be slip-resistant in
wet, hazardous areas including walk-in
freezers, wet and slippery ramps, and
stairs indoors or outdoors.

Super G safety mat is constructed of
rugged components:

Tacky and durable polyurethane
backing to prevent hydroplaning
– mat stays put
A middle layer of fiberglass that
prohibits tearing and increases
strength
A durable top layer of ceramic
beads and crushed garnet in a
polyurethane matrix
Super G has the same basic
properties of Grip Rock but has
a special abrasive top surface
designed specifically for use in
kitchen fry areas, work stations,
garages and production areas in
factories that are often greasy,
oily and dangerous.Super safety
mat is constructed of rugged
components:

Tacky and durable
polyurethane backing to
prevent hydroplaning –
mat stays put
A middle layer of
fiberglass that prohibits
tearing and increases
strength
A durable top layer of
crushed garnet in a
polyurethane matrix
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https://www.floormat.com/grip-rock/
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